
Panamar Bakery Group has expanded its range of ready-to-eat baked muffins to

consume with two new products: Red Velvet and Cappuccino. Made according to

traditional recipes, with great care, premium-quality ingredients and long experience.

Fresh products prepared each day that stand out for their moist, tender and juicy

dough with generous fillings and attractive toppings. A delicious contrast of textures

that is irresistible for the palate.
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THE MUFFINS RANGE GROWS WITH SURPRISING                

AND DELICIOUS FLAVOURS

• The Company has expanded its range of MUFFINS with new products

with innovative, delicious flavours.

RED VELVET MUFFIN 95G

Muffin with a natural red colour
provided by the beetroot.

It has a generous filling of sweet
cheese-flavoured cheesecake cream. It
is decorated with pearl sugar to lend it a
crunchy and eye-catching surface.

It has natural colourings and
flavourings. Palm oil-free.

NEW FLAVOURED MUFFINS

CAPPUCCINO MUFFIN 95G

A muffin with a moist, tender and juicy dough texture, with notes of chocolate

powder and brown sugar lending a dark colour to the crumb.

It will surprise you with its smooth cappuccino coffee aroma and the delicious

explosion of flavour in the form of smooth caramel-flavoured spheres. Furthermore,

it's decorated with granulated sugar to give the snack a crunchy texture.
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About Panamar Bakery Group

Panamar Bakery Group is a business group specialising in making bread and pastries

from frozen doughs, with more than 100 years of history. With a staff of more than

2,000 people, more than 10,000 customers and more than 15,000 points of sale, today

this family business is a national leader in the sector with a growing international

profile.

Authenticity, quality, commitment and honesty are the hallmarks of the Panamar

Bakery Group and underpin its firm dedication to always stand by its customers and

help them to achieve their goals.

For further information, please contact:

Raquel Rubio (+34 699.82.90.04)

rrubio@panamarbakery.com
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